
The Secret Service covered the Oak's Georgetown Univ. gathering of 11/73 with 

Agent Douglas Laird. The Aecret Service informed theoRAE the Washington Field Office 

bile  62-10555 (0) A copy of the WFO's Memo to Director of 12/18/73 was also sent to 

the New York Filed Office for its file 100-179450 and one was filed in WFO's 100- 

57859. (I00 files ="Internal Securityll)WFO explains interest as because William Turner 

was former FBI agent and George O'Toole was "former CIA agent." 

I was a scheduled speak,er, I did speak, and the Secret Service has provided nothing 

on this in response to my FOIA/PA request for all records on me. Nor has the FBI. 

Int(Th Carlitiat, 	cr732 

If my recollection is correct there is another of these CTIL records that states the 

CIA also covered this meeting. 

Whether or not I am correct in this from the VFOts memo the FBI had its own inter-

est in coverage and therefore should have other records on the meeting and on me. 

The conference itself is a captioned subject of the memo. 

The CIA did cover the first session, according to the/ /0  
10‘ P.C.Engen letter drafted for Kelley to Send the Director of MA, attention James 

Angleton, dated 12/26/73 In it the FBi is untruthful. The record was oriElhally held to 

be exempt from the General Declassification Schedule under Category 2 by A.J.Decker,Jr. 

The MA's communication to the VBI of 12/11/73 is CIR-316/03107-73. It enclosed a 

report not provided. An FBI note says its letter is classified Secret because the CIA 

used that classification. 

The FBI states that "to date" it has hot "been inx receipt of pertinent informa-

tion from our sources." Unless the Secret Service is not a source it had heard from 

Secret Service a week earlier. Another p ossible interpretation is that the FBI HQ 

meant informants of its FO by "sources." In this-euent the reports and records would 

be in the F0s, not HQ. 

Here also is an illustration of the CIA and classification abuse. They engage in 

purely domestic intelligence on an issue that can have no frreign intelligence connection 

of any kind and they classify it "Secret". 

This means that the FBI, Secret Service and CIA all had coverage on a purely domestic 

gathering of people who expressed views on a controversial subject and did andplanned to 

do and could do nothing else except talk. 

IN 8/23/77 


